MAXIMIZEREGISTRATION

ACADIS REGISTRATION
Whether a routine class, a multi-week course or
an intensive field exercise, every training program
can track its roots to a shared origin: the registrar’s
office. If not managed effectively, enrollment
creates a bottleneck that impacts students,
instructors, facilities and, ultimately, a team’s
readiness.
Acadis Registration helps prevent those
bottlenecks — and, in the process, keeps your
training funnel full and flowing freely.
The end result? Maximized class fill rates and
optimized throughput.
In simplest terms, Acadis Registration automates
time-consuming processes and manages multiple
registrations, waitlists, prerequisites and student
preferences. So you’ll be filling classes with the
right students — and filling more of them easier
than ever before. Meaning you’ll be generating
more efficiencies (and fewer headaches) in
the process.

KEY BENEFITS
Save Time: Eliminate cumbersome and time-consuming
faxes, emails and phone calls through secure online
registration, and capitalize on customizable fields to
capture additional information during registration
Enforce Prerequisites: Fill your courses with the right
students by defining and tracking prerequisite criteria,
including training, certifications, skills and documents
Optimize Capacity: Take advantage of advanced waitlist
functions to schedule trainees as soon as seats become
available
Support Planning: Publish program waitlists and use
that information to help forecast demand and inform
strategic planning

“Without this tool, we would not have been able to properly track the required training within our aggressive timeframe.
We needed a way to keep track of who had or had not completed the 15 mandatory cross-training exams. Envisage’s Acadis
Readiness Suite helped us complete and deploy the technology in record time, and our training managers appreciated how
easy it was to navigate.”
– U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement Academy
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ACADIS REGISTRATION
FEATURE COMPARISON
Unlike generic systems from competitors, the Acadis® Readiness Suite was built from the ground up to meet the unique needs of law
enforcement, public safety and military communities. We invite you to take a closer look at everything it has to offer. When you do,
you’ll find that Acadis Readiness Solutions compare very favorably across the board. Because feature-for-feature, benefit-by-benefit,
only Acadis delivers a truly comprehensive set of tools that give users the confidence to know that their personnel and resources are
ready for whatever awaits.
Comparable

FEATURE

ACADIS

Partial

Limited

GENERIC

Support Online registration
Define/manage/track prerequisites
Manage class waitlists
Publish training program waitlists (for long-range capacity planning)
Easy, reusable registration templates
At-a-glance registration monitoring (fill rates, waitlists)
Filter registration by timeframe, custom date or program
Point and click student transfer into classes
Student-provided waitlist preferences (individual classes or soonest available)
Flag individual registrations for attention
Publish available seats to Acadis Online Registration
Set custom registration parameters (start/end dates and maximum/minimum student seats)
Publish tuition costs
Enable/disable training coordinator registration in Portal
Enable/disable student self-registration
Full integration with Acadis Training, Housing, Online Registration and Person Portal
High-security system framework (FedRAMP-authorized and FISMA & DHS 4300 compliant)

READINESS SAVES LIVES.
To us, that’s more than a tagline. It’s a simple truth. And it’s what inspired us to develop the Acadis Readiness Suite.
Acadis is a flagship family of solutions from Envisage Technologies that embody a single, powerful idea: to make certain our police,
emergency services and military communities are trained, equipped and ready to respond.
Please contact us for more information on all of our Acadis solutions and to schedule a demonstration.
Toll Free: (888) 313 - 8324
Local: (812) 330 - 7101
Email: sales@envisagenow.com
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